Marketing, Sales, Finance, IT internships in Moscow, Russia
Wagner & Experts, LLC, a Moscow company founded and run by a German-British national, runs two
projects, soon to be split into two separate legal entities. We are an international group of bright talents
and as the business grows, we are looking to reinforce our team.
Wagner & Experts is a small, rapidly growing accounting outsourcing and tax consulting provider that
works with both foreign and Russian companies. The company combines Western standards of service
with strong local expertise in Russia and the CIS. We have been working on launching a major marketing
campaign this autumn and are expecting to expand accordingly.
Sorted is an early-stage financial technology venture, with a parent company to be opened in Delaware
and planning, development and testing to be carried out in Russia. Our aim is to standardise and
industrialise processes that go into fundamental investment decisions, both for B2B and B2C. Funding
options under consideration include crowdfunding, an ICO, business angels and VCs. There may be
opportunities for interns to assist in the development of this project during their time at Wagner &
Experts.
Our international team combine Western standards of service with broad and deep local industry
expertise in Russia and the CIS. We are a growing company and have been working on launching a major
marketing campaign this autumn. Russian language skills are not necessary, but welcome; fluent English
is required. Please do not hesitate to get in contact to discuss the various opportunities.
What to expect:
Real responsibility for complex tasks
Learning about doing business in Russia
Directly suggest ideas to your colleagues and CEO Flexible working hours Bonus payments and other
benefits according to performance Business casual attire Work in an international and multilingual team
What you WON’T be doing:
Blindly following orders from management Making coffee and running personal errands Sitting at your
desk all day with nothing to do
Candidate Requirements:
This internship is mostly aimed at candidates studying IT, marketing, economics, or finance. To be
eligible, candidates must already possess an undergraduate degree or be in their penultimate year of
studies. You should be fluent in English and/or German languages.
Russian skills are not a requirement, but would prove useful.
IT interns require a good understanding of database design and ideally, VBA and web programming
skills.
Salary:
The standard salary on the 2020 internship program is 25,000 RUB + performance bonuses of up to
15,000 RUB per month.
Successful interns may get a job offer at the end of the internship.
If you are interested, please call or send us an e-mail.
Contact:
Angelika Petrovic
Mail: hr@wagnerandexperts.com
Phone: +7 (495) 161-73-48

